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Northern California and southern Oregon share 
many attributes of climate and geography, with 
the result that the lichen fl ora of these two political 
entities is similar. Common to both states are 
the coastal environs of the Pacifi c Ocean, the 
Klamath, Siskiyou and Cascade Mountains, the 
Coast Ranges, the Illinois and Klamath Rivers, 
and large fast-growing conifer forests that include 
both ubiquitous commercially valuable species and 
scarce remnant species. A number of lichen species 
approach the southern extent of their ranges here, 
becoming rare or confi ned to specifi c habitats, 
including Usnea longissima, Platismatia lacunosa, 
Ramalina thrausta, Nephroma bellum and others. 
The coastal infl uence that extends strongly to the 
Cascade Mountains in Oregon does not penetrate 
as far inland in California, with the result that lichen 
species widely distributed in western Oregon are 
confi ned to more coastal areas in California.

As a result of an ongoing correspondence with 
Dr. Shirley Tucker at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara, there is new information available 
regarding the occurrence of some lichens in 
northern California that are considered to be 
infrequent to common in the Pacifi c Northwest but 
are apparently either unreported from California 
in the literature or reported only in secondary 
sources (keys or general texts). These omissions 
came to light as a result of Dr. Tucker’s review of 
a species list from the Six Rivers National Forest 
cryptogamic herbarium, and her review of selected 
specimens towards the eventual revision of A
Catalog of California Lichens (Tucker & Jordan 1979). 
Some of the lichens discussed are new reports for 
California, although given that none are truly rare 
in the Northwest, their absence from the published 
literature is probably more a matter of omission, 
undercollecting, and the limited number of lichen 
surveys that have taken place in the area.

Alectoria lata (Taylor) Lindsay – Primary citation in 
Brodo & Hawksworth (1977); secondary citations 
in Brodo et al. (2001) and Tucker & Jordan (1979). 
Brodo & Hawksworth (1977) cite a Weber collection 

(Weber Lich. Exs. 417) from the summit of Horse 
Mountain. Recent collections of A. lata have been 
made by Darrell Wright and Doug Glavich (Wright, 
pers. comm., Glavich, pers. comm.) in what is 
now the Horse Mountain Botanical Area in Six 
Rivers National Forest. It is also known from Elk 
Valley Ridge in Six Rivers National Forest (Hoover
LDH01). The Northwest Lichen guild considers 
it uncommon enough to include it in their Listed
Macrolichens in the Pacifi c Northwest (2003).

Cornicularia normoerica (Gunn.) Du Rietz – Primary 
citation in Sigal & Toren (1974); secondary citations 
in Brodo et al. (2001) and Tucker & Jordan (1979). 
This lichen might be underreported because 
of its affi nity for exposed rocky alpine and 
subalpine habitats, although as with Alectoria lata
it is included in Listed Macrolichens in the Pacifi c 
Northwest. Collected from the summit of Broken 
Rib Mountain in the Broken Rib Botanical Area in 
Six Rivers NF (Carlberg 00633).

Icmadophila ericitorum (L.) Zahlbr. – Common on 
conifers in the older redwood forests, this lichen 
has one primary citation in Tucker & Kowalski 
(1975) and secondary citations in Brodo et al. (2001), 
Jørgensen & Goward (1994), and Tucker & Jordan 
(1979). The common name is “fairy puke”. It is 
distributed across most of Canada but is largely 
absent from North America, except for a few areas 
of incursion, extending no further south than 
Northern California on the Pacifi c coast (Brodo et
al. 2001). The Six Rivers collection (Isaacs/McFarland
23) is from the southern part of the forest.

Leptogium polycarpum P.M. Jørg. & Goward – No 
primary citations; secondary citation in Brodo et al.
(2001). Goward et al. (1994) list this lichen as rare in 
British Columbia; McCune & Geiser (1997) describe 
it as one of the most common Leptogium species in 
western Oregon. The two reported locations in 
California are both associated with riparian areas. 
In Six Rivers NF (Carlberg 00612) it was found in the 
headwaters of the Little Van Duzen River. The other 
location is in the Mattole River valley (Carlberg 
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00658). It is only recently described (Jorgensen & 
Goward 1994) and may appear in collections under 
other names.

Leptogium subaridum Jørgensen & Goward – No 
primary or secondary citations. This appears to 
be a fi rst report for California, although as with 
L. polycarpum it was newly described in 1994 
(Jorgensen & Goward [1994]). Two collections, both 
from riparian areas in Six Rivers NF (Carlberg 00560 
and 00600).

Parmelia pseudosulcata Gyelnik – No primary 
citations; two secondary citations in Goward et al.
(1994) and Hale & Cole (1988). In Six Rivers NF 
(Isaacs/Bergman 42).

Peltigera neckeri Hepp ex Müll. Arg – No primary 
or secondary citations. One collection from Six 
Rivers (Isaacs/Bergman 51) from a densely-forested 
north slope, and another from private land near the 
coast (Carlberg 00436), in an oak pocket in a tanoak-
Douglas-fi r forest.

Peltigera neopolydactyla (Gyelnik) Gyelnik – No 
primary citations; one secondary citation in Brodo 
et al. 2001. Occurs with some frequency in moist 
coastal forests on the immediate coast near the town 
of Orick (Carlberg 00056, 00801) and on the Samoa 
Peninsula near Arcata (Glavich, pers. comm.). 

Peltigera ponojensis Gyelnik – No primary citations; 
three secondary citations in Brodo et al. 2001, 
Goward et al. (1994) and McCune & Geiser (1997). 
The Six Rivers occurrence is on the immediate 
coast, but another location on Grizzly Creek on 
the Shasta-Trinity National Forest (Carlberg 00748) 
demonstrates that this species has the potential for 
a broader range in northern California.

Psoroma hypnorum (Vahl) Gray – No primary 
citations; one secondary citation in Hale (1979). 
Dr. Tucker included a request in the CALS Bulletin 
(Winter 2002) for information on California 
collections of this species. It is not mentioned in 
Hale & Cole (1988). The three locations in Six Rivers 
NF are very different, one being a moist location 
at the top of Mill Creek where it is abundant in 
mosses on rocks and soil. The other two are both 
in the Broken Rib Botanical Area, but occur there 
sparsely and are restricted to the bases of trees.

I would be interested to hear from others  who have 

collections of any of these species, since there is a 
strong possibility that these lichens are not really 
unusual for California. If so it argues strongly for 
an accessible database of California lichens that 
reports at least the verifi ed presence of taxa in the 
state, and at best includes information regarding 
abundance and location, and the likelihood of new 
species based on their presence in adjacent areas.
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